National Anthem
by Francis Scott Key

O say, can you see, by the dawn’s early light,
What so proudly we hailed at the twilight’s last gleaming;
Whose broad stripes and bright stars, thro’ the perilous fight,
O’er the ramparts we watched, were so gallantly streaming?
And the rockets’ red glare, the bombs bursting in air
Gave proof thro’ the night that our flag was still there.
O say, does that Star-Spangled Banner yet wave
O’er the land of the free and the home of the brave!

Alma Mater
by Fred Lewis Pattee

For the glory of old State,
For her founders, strong and great,
For the future that we wait,
Raise the song, raise the song,

Sing our love and loyalty,
Sing our hopes that, bright and free,
Rest, O Mother dear, with thee.
All with thee, all with thee.

When we stood at childhood’s gate,
Shapeless in the hands of fate,
Thou didst mold us, dear old State,
Dear old State, dear old State.

May no act of ours bring shame
To one heart that loves thy name,
May our lives but swell thy fame,
Dear old State, dear old State!
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Message from Dr. Madlyn Hanes
Senior Vice President for Commonwealth Campuses and Executive Chancellor

Dear graduates,

I am pleased to extend my heartfelt congratulations on your graduation, one of life’s major milestones. Today—graduation day—we celebrate your achievement and recognize your good work, diligence, and perseverance.

Some of you now will begin careers, while others will pursue further education. Some of you will advance in the companies and organizations where you currently work or start new ventures of your own. Others, still, will begin in service to the armed forces. Regardless of your path, you will bring exceptional capability to the organizations you join. As a graduate of The Pennsylvania State University, you are prepared to meet future challenges, and I know you will not disappoint.

Your achievements are also a shared victory. There are many people to whom we express gratitude for helping you to reach your goal—family and friends who have encouraged and supported you; the talented faculty who have inspired, mentored, and challenged you; and the dedicated staff and administrators who assisted you in your journey.

I trust that you will continue to have champions such as these to support you, and heroes to inspire you. The education you received at Penn State has given you the wherewithal to be champions and heroes to others in time. Each of you now has your own inspirational story to share.

With graduation, you join the ranks of more than 725,000 alumni around the globe. No matter where you go, there is likely to be a fellow Penn Stater nearby. We are all connected, each and every one of us, by this great University. Our hope is that you will continue to embrace that connection, and that you will remain in touch as your future unfolds.

Congratulations, graduates. I wish you all the best.
Honors Group

This group is made up of those students who have completed the required number of credits at the University and who are in the top 12 percent of their graduating class in their college. The 12 percent is divided into 2 percent “Summa Cum Laude,” 4 percent “Magna Cum Laude,” 6 percent “Cum Laude.”

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Summa Cum Laude

Kaylee Aaron (1)
Laurel K. Amey
Stephanie N. Andreoli
Christopher Allan Bryan (2)
Micah Cameron
Giovanna Grace Cenci
Ryan Meinard Madrazo Choa
Kristen Collins
Kathryn Rose Compton
Jacob N. Curnens (2)
Cory Steven Curfman
Naomi Lowelle Detwiler (2)
Brooke Lynn Eveland (1)
Olivia M. Ferrante (2)
Kristie Ferrick (1)
Dylan Fezell (3)
Ashley Eileen Gay
Karim Girgis (2)
Kathleen L. Golis (2)
Haley N. Grossi
Ariel Hooks (2)
Mariah Samuelle Johnson (2)
Nicholas W. Jones (1)
Sawyer B. Kline (2)
Windsor Lundy
Catherine Elizabeth Matyas
Robert M. Maxwell
Nicholas McManus
Adriana Modesto
Krysten K. Morgan (2)
Caitlin M. Morris
Jacob Paul Muthler
Eliska Nerudova
Selina Nguyen (3)
Vanessa O’Boyle
Kaitlyn Pasquarella (2)
Sean Peck
Xinyi Peng
Thomas Huston Perry (3)
Jacqueline Rice
Joseph D. Roesch
Sedona Mae Rogers (2)
Anthony Louis Salazer Jr.
Danielle Renae Schuller (2)
Lauren Sciabbarrasi (3)
Joshua Slayton (3)
Ryan Hunter Smith (1)

Summa Cum Laude

Haley Nicole Snyder (3)
Lillian Stoyer
Christopher Trapp
Andrew R. Trumbore (2)
Zachary Ward
Layne Anthony Weber
Alec Theodore Welsh
Kaeli Marie Whalley (3)
Christian A. Wilkins (2)
Kelsey Paige Yochum (1)
Lennon Young
Hongmei Zheng (2)
Wei Zhou

Magna Cum Laude

Ashley Marie Albrechta
Samihah Sohail Ali
Juliana Aulisio
Elijah Bennett
Shawna Nicole Bernotas
Grace Michaela Blackford
Brayden Thomas Border
Katherine R. Braund
Austin R. Brenner
Evan Crane Briant
Elian Buci
Rachel Cherubini
Kristen Cioffi
Madison Behney Clapper
Abigail Clifford
Joseph Anthony Confortini
Jordan M. Cooper
Jeremy Michael Dellock
Rebecca L. Detweiler
Michael David DiCola
Abigail Nicole Dockery
Alicia Adara Dolan
Jaclyn Domsohn
Blasia R. Drumm
Meghan H. Durniak
Emily Alyssa Eiss
Nicholas R. Enos
Lauren Everett
Julia Fessenden
Madison Elizabeth Finnerty
Brian Matthew Flasik
Alexandra Florescu Eubank
Madra Furman
Rebecca Marie Gehman
Manuel Joseph Gergele Jr.
Rochelle Gill
Katie Joann Green
Alexander P. Groff
Manasvini M. Gurusankar
Danielle E. Guth
Justin Joseph Hadeed
Brittany Nicole Harris
Alexander Harry
Madison Heider
Elise S. Hoffa
Janelle E. Housler
Madaline B. Hoy

Yong Huang
Ilya Ignatenko
Jarrett D. Imler
Jayson Alex Jacob
Elizabeth Pearl Johnson
Danielle E. Jones
Aidan Joyce
Alexander Joseph Kahanic
Emily Elizabeth Karas
Grace Kelly
Raya Yvonne Kenepp
Sarah A. Kettell
Saaman Daniel Khalilollahi
James Nicholas Kilgallon
Dominique Alexis King
Lindsey King
Ryan V. King
Ethan Kopchak
Vita Korotkin
Makenzie Nicole Kuhn
John LaRoche
Rachel N. Leone
Nicklaus Lilley
Chelsea Marie Litman
Marc Maromonte
Leah Elizabeth Martin
Morgan Elizabeth Mayers
Rachael McCann
Clayton J. McKinney
Max Edward Mehalko
Luke Messatzzia
Tahj S. Morales
Hannah M. Morda
Elizabeth Frederickson Morgan
Max Rutger Muller
Lauren Ashley Olevnik
Rachel Pagano
Dhairya Patel
Riken K. Patel
Jason Paulus
Jenna Phillips
Jacob Michael Pilewski
Beth Felice Portnoy
Jack Ryan Quillen
Matthew Aaron Robinson
Alice L. Rong
Emma E. Ross
Morgan Alyssa Ruddy
Melissa Thi Sedlacek
Lauren Sheedy
Alexander Joseph Shulski IV

(1) Evan Pugh Scholar, junior year
(2) Evan Pugh Scholar, senior year
(3) Evan Pugh Scholar, junior and senior years
Dawnyiel Rose Smith
Evan John Sukeena
Janet Elizabeth Surma
Israel J. Tucker (1)
Terry Noreen Tuckey
Kayli Walters
Paul Nathaniel Warman
Jaron Clate Weidler
Jessica Wickersham
Cedric N. Wilt
Haylea Elin Winand
Rheanna Lynn Winter
Huihui Wu
Braden L. Yeager
Bryan Cody Zeigler
Megan Lynn Zielaskowski

Cum Laude
Nabin Adhikari
Zaynah I. Ali
Sibgha T. Amin
Alexis Angle
Ameena Atif
Thomas Theodore Austin
Mikhael Azran
Wei Bai
Ryan Bamert
Kayla Rose Baney
Joshua R. Bechtold
Kierra N. Billingsley
MaryAnna Elizabeth Black
Silva M. Blackford
Daniel Albert Bohbot
Nathan A. Bonawitz
Kody Corbett Botts
Garrett Bracken
Taylor Nicole Brisgone
Hannah Nicole Brocious
John M. Buckley
Anu Bulgan
Christopher James Butler
Mitchell S. Carr
Dominic J. Charletta
Rachael Cochran
Kaylee Hannah Cooper
Brandon Francisco Cruz
Catcher Cumming
Caralee Dawn DaValle
Madeline Rose Derleth
Kaylie Skye Derrickson
Nicholas R. DiPasquale
Scott Dolan
Analee Maria Dsilva
Rytlz Dsouza
Taylor Dzieckiasz
Rory Ellafrits
Shay Alan Ellafrits
Ashlyn Marie Ellis
Reza Fahlevi
Alyson C. Farkas
Dylan Scott Fenton
Spencer Ferber
Christopher Fiegel
Hunter R. Frazier
Stacia Lynn Fredericks
Kelly Dee-Ann Fromert
Rebecca Fuehrer
Janelle Kate Garbinski
Andrew Richard Gignac
James Gillespie Jr.
Darien Joel Goddard
Sara Goldstein
Katelyn M. Gormley
David Thomas Gosher
Kaci Samantha Grabowski
Nicole Grazio
Sage C. Grenz
Rebecca Maureen Grey
Lily Gunn
Ibrahim Hajdar
Nasirah Harmon
Gabriel T. Hayes
Taylor Hebb
Olivia Evon Heidelmark
Michia Lakhotia Herman
Joshua Hetzer
Mark Fitzgerald Higgins
Evan Richard Hildebrand
Kyle Joseph Hilsee
Kole Michael Holden
Evelyn Hosey
Sydney Huntzinger
Mina A. Isaac
Anush Iyer
Trevor Johnson
Dylan Johnston
Alaa Yahya Kareem
Emily Kavka
Kyle Kellermann
Krista R. Kelyman
Bryce Gilson Kendall
Liliana Kettenburg
Marwa Khan
Jarod Klinefelter
Daniel Knapp
Carly S. Kocher
Logan Ray Krick
Jennifer A. Krull
Rachel P. Krut
Jonathan Allen Lafollette
Kaylin Lauger
Courtney Ann Lengle
Julia Marie Leslie
Zachary S. Lindsey
Adia R. Litzinger
JiaJia Liu
Shawn Edward Logan
Ryan Phillip Long
Christian William Loverde
Dominic Anthony Lucci
David G. Lukko
Yugandhar Mankar
John M. Matsyak II
Gabrielle McFey
Kayla Meghan McGuire
Derek Menzel
Timber Rayne Merryman
Austin Neil Miller
Olivia Miller
Connor Lee Mills
Zane N. Morgan
Carrington Jeannette Moyer
Sydney Hannah Neil
Michelle Diane Neiwender
Kevin Nelms
Alisha N. Nicely
Nolan Anthony Nuara
Brady J. Nye
Addayna Owukanko
Jacob Osullivan
Rich Patterson
Amanda Jane Paul
Cayla Paul
Braden Paulinellie
Kaitlyn E. Phifer
Caitlyn Powell
Mickyothma Kai
Prentia Ramani
Gayatri Rao
Brandon James Rauenzahn
Nicholas Patrick Raugh
Amber Reichwein
Kiana M. Rivera
Shaelyn Rose Ross
Ashley M. Ruch
Serena A. Schade
Mark Alan Schnupp
Shannon N. Seminario
Audrey Shay
Katelyn A. Sheetz
Ella Reed Simcox
Erica Simmons
Sierra Sizer
Alexander Lucio Mark Smith
Milan Dane Stefanelli
Logan Thomas Stein
Ramsey Jean Struble
Bryce W. Thompson
Angelica Sofia Timm Castro
Simon Tomaszewski
Hannah Toomey
Jason R. Turkovich
Mary K. Uguru
Cassidy Jean Ulanoiwicz
Marisol Velazquez
Kanyon Joan Vilaychith
Skylar Thavinh Vilaychith
Maxwell Dean Wahl
Julia Wanner
Danielle Warren
Jianni M. Wellington

(1) Evan Pugh Scholar, junior year
(2) Evan Pugh Scholar, senior year
(3) Evan Pugh Scholar, junior and senior years
Candidates for Degrees

This program contains the list of candidates for graduation as of April 2, 2021. Students who indicated their intent to graduate after that production date are not listed.

Subject to completion of all degree requirements, degrees will be conferred as indicated upon the individuals listed herein and upon such others as may meet the requirements.

Associate Degree Candidates

Summa Cum Laude
Bethany Erin Haag
Mary Rebecca Kulp

Magna Cum Laude
Kailie Marie Kaufman
Austin D. Miller
Rebeca Neff
Daniel W. Zacharias

Cum Laude
Alaina Claire Campbell
Kara D. Engle
Olivia Maddison Feaster
Michelle Hackenberg
Andrew Perry Manarchuck II
Austin D. Miller
Abigail Rose Mosemann
Brandon M. Orsich
Garrett Rokosky
Rachel Wiest

Abington
Dr. Margo DelliCarpini, Chancellor

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

Abington College
Bachelor of Arts

ART
Kyle Abramson
Megan Close
Juliana C. Cragin
Molly Davis
Mark Fitzgerald Higgins
Brittani Reid
Sierra B. Reid

CORPORATE COMMUNICATION
Samreena Aziz
Nicholas James Bily
Nyeerah Symonne Britt
Wenhao Chen
Claire Rose Henry
Marlon Henry
Lauren Kull
Nicklaus Lillley
Selina Nguyen**
Beth Felice Portnoy
Lamees Saleh
Unique Almay Scott
Alyssa Caitlyn Tobin
Daliah Amer Utqi

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Tahshin Choudhury
Adriana Angela Hassan
Marissa Lynn Kubis
Mckayla Nicole Lafferty
Ty Morris
Rhett Franklin Rubin

ENGLISH
Oscar Almonte Espinal
Ariel Hooks**

Taylor Cheyenne Skye Kroll
Alexander Joseph Shulski IV

HISTORY
Alexander G. Anastasakis
Tim M. Covone
William Joseph Donnelly
Prince-Emmanuel Ronald Grant
Ariel Hooks**
Mazala Sasha Moody
Kashfara Ibnat Saba

Abington
INTEGRATIVE ARTS
Thomas Theodore Austin
Albert James Mayer Jr.
Richard Roehm
John J. Spiewak
Justin A. Terrey
Breelyn M. Webb

LETTERS, ARTS, AND SCIENCES
Kellie Ann Fitzpatrick
Peter David Jaskiewicz
Young Jin Lee

PSYCHOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Katie Marie Allen
Nicoletta A. Bates
Genesis Berrios-Torres
Shannon Nicole Bradford
Kaitlyn Ann Carey-Miller
Brianna Zoe Carroll
Kira Elizabeth Charles
Kelly S. Crichlow Brito
Falande Decaze
Faith DiJulia
Afiya Dolloway
Aubrey Adalist Estrin
Ashya Gaddy
Daniel Huang
Jacob Reed Kemery
Mckayla Nicole Lafferty
Hayden John Mearkle
Ty Morris
Rachael Leigh Novack
Harris Pham
Brandon James Russell
Nicole Sanchez
Kristen Schaeffer
Paige Sfida
Sierra A. Walker
Priscila Zenquis

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
Bachelor of Science

ACCOUNTING
Carlos Leonel Avia Alcadio
Mikhael Azran
Teona Chester
Dana Dombrowski
Matthew Christiaan Dons Jr.
Anthony Durelli
Jacqueline Ernst
Rolanthie Galan
Xiaoyan Jiang
Robert M. Maxwell
Ryan N. McDonald
Jaer H. Monsalve
Elizabeth Frederickson Morgan
Denis Ngiela
Domina Ross
Hunter Alex Schmidt
Wei Zhou
Enci Zou

BIOLOGY
Zaynah I. Ali
Sierra M. Blackford
Anastasia Marie Clayton
Rochaelle Gill**
Toma Stanley Lazar
Isabella R. Mager
Gyanessa Maldonado
William Salvador Manosca
Morgan Ashley O’Loughlin
Amanda Victoria O’Neill
Melanie S. Paladino
Kyle W. Rimler
Nicole M. Rodriguez-Ozuna
Dat Sam

BUSINESS
Melissa A. Abraham
Najieh Ahmad
Christopher Amaro
Alesya Evans Becker
Taylor Nicole Brisgone
Paola Leticia Cobo
Yadira Ivette Cortes
Erika Margarete Duff
Rachel Gao
Veronica Gomez-Sanchez
Daron Harvey
Courtney Lynn Hood
Chantille Alynn Jackson
Zeynura S. Kakhiyeva
Ryan James Katheder
Michael Thomas Lawson
Lilibeth Lopez Peralta
Rachael McCann
Justin McDonnell
Jacqueline Cassie McMenamin
Harsh P. Mehta
Melanie D. Monastra
Bianna M. Negron

FINANCE
Spencer Ryan Berwick
Gagi Gagiev
Yaseen Haroon
Kyle Joseph Hilsee
Allan Huang
Lyubomir Klanichka
Jacob T. Kurtz
Nghia Minh Le
William F. McNamee
Stephen Mooney
Michael Thomas Santangelo
Katherine Marie Wilkie

INFORMATION SCIENCES
AND TECHNOLOGY
Evan P. Cheney
Aaron Coccagna
Joshua L. Hantman
Ryan Michael Hough
Jayson Alex Jacob
Jiujia Liu
David G. Lukko
Phinehas Mathew

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Aliaksei Kavalchuk

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Kevin Barbara
Zachary Connor Bregenzer
Zachary Wade Brightbill
Omar Brooks
Korinn Deering
Joseph Patrick Grace
Sajida F. Halimi
Mariah Y. Harris
Aaliyah Lee
Caitlyn Marie McNesby
Abigail Preletz
Cassandra Meleena Salas
Alexandra Elizabeth Schäley
Kourtney Rose Schneider
Katedlyn Renee Skipper
Cassondra Joy Towe
Kaeli Marie Whalley
Brytnee Jaylyne Williams

PROJECT AND SUPPLY CHAIN
MANAGEMENT
Shaoyie Lin

PSYCHOLOGICAL AND
SOCIAL SCIENCES
Christie Derby Antoine
Melissa Lauren Banasiak
Jordan Leeshay Bradham
Michelle Calixto
Jillian E. Dietz
Abisha Ebenzeer
Nora Haffar
Rachael Kathryn Hartman
Grace Kelly
Rhjea L. King
Breana Marie Knauss
Krystal Ming Maldonado
Musaa Alex Musa
Bianca Claire Musial
Kelly S. Pennett
Maiya Raquel Tasaico
Erica Turnbough

REHABILITATION AND
HUMAN SERVICES
Dania Adheed Abdulameer
Mariah Jennen Alvarez-Parks
Erin Ann Anderson
Rashel N. Batista Torres
Joseph Albert Braun IV
Tahmir Shareef Choy-Herndon
Diana Marie Curiel
Angel Manuel Davila III
Carleigh Dow
Catherine Carlin Fishburn
Andrew George
Alexis Marie Gledhill
Sara Goldstein

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
Jada Hamilton  
Alexa Riley Harbison  
Nasia Harmon  
Sophia Heck  
Meara Lynn Maloney  
Helan Sarah Mathew  
Milan Mathew  
Melanie Ann McIntyre  
Alexa Morgan O’Brien  
Rachel Erin O’Brien  
Daijah Rayonna Parker-Dales  
Maria Michele Pomponi  
Maiya Raquel Tasaico  
Mary K. Uguru  
Stephanie Halston Ulm  
Sara N. Weischedel

SCIENCE  
Ashley Marie Albrechta  
Rina Bitas  
Lynkey Manesha Cheristin  
Nicholas D. Chung  
Julia M. Davis  
Lasana M. Dukuly  
Fatma Magdy Gaafar  
Emily Grace Henkels  
Vita Korotkin  
Crystal Omulo  
Fatima Ahmed Sabahelkheir

College of Education  
Bachelor of Science  
ELEMENTARY AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION  
Gabriela Marie Acevedo  
Zena S. Al-Barqawi  
Stephanie N. Andreoli  
Kayla Applegate  
Ameena Atif**  
Katelynn M. Bertram  
Leonid Chertova  
Kristen Cioffi  
Nicole Marie Corso  
Rebecca L. Detweiler  
Tyler J. Heinlein  
Stephanie Hidalgo  
Karlee Aleta Hofmann  
Sara Eleanor Korzuch  
Kelsey L. McConnell  
Gwen Marie Neely  
Courtney Noradin  
Rachel Peleg  
Noelle Grace Popper  
Samantha Marie Putnam  
Carley Cecilia Smith  
Terry Noreen Tuckey  
Katelyn M. Wolfgang

SERVICES  
Marissa Lynn Hughes

College of Engineering  
Bachelor of Science  
ENGINEERING  
Isabella Beato  
Alejandra Cardenas  
Dominic Gabriel De Lucas  
Alyson C. Farkas**  
Thomas John Greenland Jr.  
Nathan Beniel Jalal  
Benjamin Joseph Mellon

Eberly College of Science  
Bachelor of Science  
BIOLOGY  
Joseph H. Porrino

University College  
Bachelor of Arts  
CORPORATE COMMUNICATION  
Michael Kralj

College of Nursing  
Bachelor of Science in Nursing  
NURSING  
Ibijoke Helen Adegbboyega  
Vanessa Dawn Basile  
Kaitlyn Hall  
Maryann Kolimaga  
Sharon Elaine Loudin Brown  
Alexandra Louis  
Ashley Marie Merz  
Thomas George Meyers  
Carol Lee Migliaccio  
Diane Marie Olivier  
Stacy Parker  
Lori Ann Reardon  
Joan Kathleen Robles-Evaristo

Associate Degree Candidates  
Abington College  
Associate in Arts  
LETTERS, ARTS, AND SCIENCES  
John Conway Antoni  
Dana Marie Piselli

Altoona  
Dr. Lori J. Bechtel-Wherry, Chancellor and Dean

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates  
Altoona College  
Bachelor of Arts  
COMMUNICATIONS  
Kevin J. Ackley  
Lillian A. Davis  
Nathaniel Lee Gillen  
Rachel Lynn Price  
Omer Alexander Sanchez Jr.  
David Threet

CRIMINAL JUSTICE  
Emily Elizabeth Eirkson  
Matthew Daniel Herzog  
Drew Logan Knouse

ENGLISH  
Lauren Everett  
Julia Fessenden**  
Haldan Werner Jacobson

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES  
Melinda Ann Spence

HISTORY  
Brayden Thomas Border  
Sawyer B. Kline

LETTERS, ARTS, AND SCIENCES  
Victoria Ashley Acker  
Sophi Risa Conn  
Alicia Adara Dolan  
Madra Furman  
Gabriel T. Hayes  
Peyton Loomis  
Danelle Jenna Watson

POLITICAL SCIENCE  
Zachary Shawn Bixler  
Michael Charles Brenneman  
Haldan Werner Jacobson  
Liam Logan  
Ari Nathaniel Trussell

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
PSYCHOLOGY
Ashlynd N. Drass
Kaitlyn May Hamer
Olivia Rose Ronan
Tara C. Ryan
Malofo Trawally

VISUAL ART STUDIES
Angel L. Ash
Emily Beam

Bachelor of Science
ACCOUNTING
Mariah Ann Barefoot
Justin Anthony Detwiler
James Gillespie Jr.
Broden J. Hudson
Gurshaan Kohli
Jacob Paul Muthler
Kevin Michael Neely
Katelyn A. Sheetz
Trevor Dean Tuccillo

BIOLOGY
Aaron Andrews
Emily Beam
Kasey T. Engle
Kelly David Martin
Dankeem D. Ngo
Joseph D. Roesch
Kelsey Marie Sipes

BUSINESS
Azia Barnett
Benjamin Batzel
Kevin Dale Blais
Giovanna Grace Cenci
Catcher Cumming
Preston Scott Fisher
Catherine Elise Hicklin
Luke William Hoffnagle
Kyle John Jordan
Daniel J. Lay
Conner Joric Lazorka
Ryan Phillip Long
Jenna G. Metzler
Jacob Mrvos
Sarah Nicole Napoli
Amber Newberry
Colby A. Pannebaker
Destinee Love Pfirsching
Joshua Pursel
William Raymond Riggelman Jr.
Tia Rose Marie Romano
Velanna Summer Skripek
Steven Snowden
Matthew Thomas Stewart
Matthew Zupon

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Cameron M. Banjak-Corle
Simon Conrad
Tyler Manger
Alisha N. Nicely
Sarah Debra Ross
Jason Thomas Tucker
Brooke H. Von Westernhagen

CYBERSECURITY ANALYTICS AND OPERATIONS
Jaydan Jacobs

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Benjamin David Bearer
Angel E. Beverly
Chang Bickel
Deric J. Blackie
Hans Julius Diamond Braumann
Evan David Cardoza
Aaron D. Crain
Cory Steven Curfman
Robert Kevin Davinsizer
Ryan Jeremy Freeman
Nathan R. Frick
Riley Harris
Leroy Jacob Henry
Brandt Hicks
Eric James Hill
Tyler Lee Huss
Hunter Michael Johnson
Shiona Lonesky
Joshua McClelland
Nathaniel S. McConnell
Lillie A. McCoy
Corey Jacob McCreary
Olivia Miller
John Alexander Murray IV
Cameron Noel Parry
Jack M. Pilch
Lance Morrow Puhatch
Ian Sullivan Reed
Charles J. Reilly
Jacob Alan Schultz
Tyler Scott
Ethan D. Spigg
Alec Josipher Steinbauer
Tyler Mark Travis
Christian A. Wilkins
Victoria Lynn Rose Williamson
Christopher J. Wilson
Cedric N. Wilt
Matthew Robert Yahner
Bryan Cody Zeigler

ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES
Joseph Thomas Gates
Logan Glenn Kyle

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES
Miranda Lynn Detwiler
Madra Furman
Raya Yvonne Kenep
Kara Marie Mills
Abigail Dawn Smith

KINESIOLOGY
Dylan Appleman
Hunter Ryan Breon
Matthew Thomas DiCandilo
Chrisla Dor
Leah Kathryn Gitto
Kierra Irwin
Michael Bryant McCall
Bethany Faith Pierce

MATHEMATICS
Jackson Clair Brumbaugh
Joseph Michael G. Lent**
Zhenni Liang
Jiawang Liu

PSYCHOLOGY
Morgan Denskey
Brittany Marie Doud
Alexis Mackenzie Evans
Deyanru Kong
Abigail Leigh Lytle
Jeremy L. Maier
Jenae L. McGill
Sydney Hannah Neil
Taylor Alexandra Shaffer
Kalyn S. Sines
Karly Marie Valenzuela

RAIL TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING
Jonathan Ambrosino
Michael Philip Begany
Ryan Andrew Hake
Jacob Thomas Hollembaugh
Colin D. Seitz
Carston Thomas Shockey
Michael Domenick Wallitsch

SCIENCE
Joseph Michael G. Lent**

SECURITY AND RISK ANALYSIS
Mya Lee Alford
Wai Chun Au

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
Richard Kojo Dei-Kwarteng
Hayden John Douglas
Shawn Faiola
Codi Hutnick
Jarrett D. Imler
Frank James Perehinec
Ethan Xavier Silifka
Zachary Tyler Swartz
Benjamin Thomas Thompson
Soham Turakhia

College of Education
Bachelor of Science
ELEMENTARY AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Kirsten Ann Carter
Jenna Cheslock
Lauryn Elizabeth Clarkson
Alyssa Nicole Cumming
Taylor Curry
Brooke Nicole Diehl
Emily Madison Eger
Ruby K. Erickson
Blake Evans
Alisa Marie George
Alexis Gladfelter
Sarah Ann Hall
Kaitlyn Nichole Harmon
Grace O. Harr
Hailee Hutchison
Adia R. Litzinger
Bethany McCarl
Sarah Mackenzie Musselman
Natalie Nardelli
Myranda Naomi Oswalt
Krisha Nicole Patterson
Logan Reanee Ridonour
Shannon Marie Rudy
Sydney Gabrielle Snyder
Alexandra Michelle Stalter
Abigail Michelle Steinhoff
Cassidy N. Stover
Israel J. Tucker**
Katelyn Ann Vinglish
Kayli Walters
Elizabeth C. Weddle
Madilynn Jane Whittaker
Kristin Nicole Wineland
Magdalene Nicole Christy
Courtney Conners
Anthony Martin Del Biondo
Jostin L. Ebersole
Audra L. Eckels
Reilly A. Gallagher
Janelle Kate Garbinski
Celena Noel Garcia
Talyan McKayla Genua
Tanner Ryan George
Maia Paige Gingrich
Olivia L. Greenwald
Allison Mae Hosko
Cassie Rae Johnson
Lauren Nicole Kensinger
Jaclyn Rae Koeck
Michaela Marie Lefchick
Peyton Leidy
Micaela Maciel Urrestarazu
Bronwyn Elizabeth Mellott
Rich Patterson
Tyrel Ramkissoon
Brietta Rutecki
Olivia R. Scott
Kylee Alexis Shaffer
Alec M. Steele
Morgan Renea Stoner
Emily Strobel
Jessica L. Willits
Rheanna Lynn Winter
Christina Belle Woolsey
Cindy Zeng
Kayla Zerby
Marina Ann Zimmerman
Alyssa Lynn Zlotek

Beaver
Dr. Jenifer S. Cushman, Chancellor
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates
University College
Bachelor of Arts
COMMUNICATIONS
Nicholas D. Cain
Matthew G. Palahunik
Amanda L. Scholl
Nathan Sheriff
Malaysia M. Wallace

PSYCHOLOGY
Dante Richard Anzevino
Max Rutger Muller
Caitlin Nicole Ross
Travis I. Taft

Bachelor of Science
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
Aaron Csuy
Christin Marie Kennedy
Madison Renee Kopach
Makyah Michael McGee
Julia K. Sabbio
Lacey Weible

BIOLOGY
Christopher Landrum
Michael Daniel Reese

Associate Degree Candidates
Altoona College
Associate in Arts
LETTERS, ARTS, AND SCIENCES
Kara D. Engle
Christian Harry Hannah
Janice L. Scherden

Associate in Science
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Hunter R. Anderson
Lauren Taylor Itinger
Mary Rebecca Kulp
Alex Spicer

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES
Paige Wenner

INFORMATION SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY
Tyrell Eleam
Justyn Francona
Scott Gregory Hughes Jr.
Coltin A. Kunz
Evan Meyers
Meetkumar M. Patel

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
Robert Lawrence Pratte
Joshua Michael Weltner

PROJECT AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Marguerite Hualin Haddad
Taylor Hebb
Samuel Christopher Matous
Brianna R. Sanford

PSYCHOLOGY
Cole Defoggi
Marina Ritov Hazlett
Dylan Justine Sanchez
Samuel Allen Talorico

Berks
Dr. George Grant, Jr., Chancellor

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates
Berks College
Bachelor of Arts

APPLIED PSYCHOLOGY
Wooseong Cho
Cynthia Aileen Cruz
Mackenzie Leigh Rice
Xylene Jade Rivera
ZenaRae O. Ross
Liz Melissa Sanchez Pena
Emily Seisler
Logan Shafer
Bethanie Lynn Skuczaz
Mikayla Nicole VanSeyoc
Amanda Vroegindewey

COMMUNICATION ARTS AND SCIENCES
Lesley Casanas
Ashley K. Foltz
Imoona B. Garrette
Emily Kavka
Brooke Patterson
Anyea Saleema Sams
Angela Stoudt
Angel Emilio Suarez
Imaan Ranae Wansley-Williamson
Jordan Patrick Weatherholtz
Jordyn Amanda Yeager

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Nicholas Markovich
Alexis Pugliese
David Rumph Jr.

THEME
Vincent T. Coughlin
Brandon Patrick Reimer

WRITING AND DIGITAL MEDIA
Tessa May Eberlein
Brittany Katzaman

Bachelor of Science

ACCOUNTING
Katie Elizabeth Auman
Seth David Bardsley
Judson Chandler Bedwell
Ryan Chamuras
Aritte De La Rosa
Ibrahim Hajdar
Katherine Lauman
Patrick Linke
Saul Javier Montoya Jr.
Christopher Schatz
Lillian Stoyer
Madisen Svoboda
Jiann M. Wellington
Matthew Ryan Yoder
Scott A. Young
Megan Lynn Zielaskowski

BIOCHEMISTRY AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY
Essa Chris Barhoun
Cody R. Bealer
Eric David Brinckman
Linda Dabboura
Daniel Garrett Hayman
Christian Alexander Jakob
Tahj S. Morales**
Marcela Velasquez Reynel
Odesha Kianna Williams

BIOLOGY
Linda Bostwick
Sophia Isabella Cinti
Avery Fry
Adelaida Kathleen Glinski
John Tyler Kundrat
Nicholas Share Lum
Hollan Noel Pozeynot
Jacqueline Rice

BUSINESS
Samihah Sohail Ali
Andrew J. Balestrieri
Judson Chandler Bedwell

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Jacob N. Cumens**
Raymond George Farley
Evan Richard Hildebrand
Dylan J. Hill
Ilya Ignatenko
Stefan Michael Klics

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
Kevin Joseph Lenahan
Tyler Mikel Lesko
Patrick McDonald
Jacob A. Metzger
Lisa Nicole Panczner
Timothy Recalo
Luke Alan Romanoski
Mary Elizabeth Rzucidlo
Albert David Schneider Jr.
Alexander Watson

HOSPITALITY MANAGEMENT
Miraydi Abreu Batista
Karla P. Cruz Ulloa
Anneris Hernandez Perez
Rosaura Orozco Avila
Carly Faith Patterson
Jocelyn L. Stefanick
Princess Monica Suah
Zaire Vann
Alexis Rose Wright

INFORMATION SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY
Derek Detommaso
Matthew Kyle Finger
Alexander Goldstein
Ethan Kopchak
Jonathan Finn Mahoney
Mario Moises Trochez
Elijah J. Witman

KINESIOLOGY
Ryann N. Barreto
Abigail H. Carr
Karly Emmert
Justin D. Hammer
Samantha Huggins
Mina A. Isaac
Selma Walead Mosaad
Mohammad Daim Nasir
Solomon Ansu Navo-Wonnie
Diego Olazagasti
Touyer Pha
Jenna Phillips
Kyle Jobe Worrell
Noah Yohn

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Elia L. Babb
Juwan Barker
Elizabeth Beller
Rohan Bhatt
Ryan Adam Bingaman
Dylan Joseph Bolles
Jonathan Andrew Bonner
Kody Corbett Botts
Jacob William Brominski
TimothyTu Duc Anh Bui
Jacob James Christman
Christopher M. Clauser
Scott Dolan
Ryan Fedeli
Ryan Finn
Dylan E. Fritz
Jared J. Hayick
Christopher K. Hazboun
Eric He
Kevin Jones
Logan Ray Krick
Nathaniel David Martin
Leonardo Moteles
Nikita Patrushev
Emmanuel Barwulu Saie
Ethan Schimek
Michael Schittler
Daniele Renae Schuller
Dalton Schweizerhof
Jared Sprenkle
Stephen N. Stoudt
Derek Tomaro
Christopher Trapp**
Matthew D. Wagner
Layne Anthony Weber
Nicole M. Wild
Tyler Carlin Williams
Austin Charles Wylie
Robert Yanos

REHABILITATION AND HUMAN SERVICES
Paige Marie Adams
Chris Dolce
Yolaine Guerrero Rijo
Madison Heider
Carolyn Javier Ynfante
Brionna McKenzie Kline
Teresa Z. Olivares
Esther Ramos-Medina
Adam Michael Torres
Kelsey Paige Yochum
Lilyan Young

SCIENCE
Meghan Nicole Boyer
Stacy Hanzl
Madison L. Haun
Rachel P. Krut
Kaitlyn Pasquarella
Serena A. Schade
Alexis Schoener
Elena Dmitrievna Shmeleva-Kilpatrick
Julia Connynr Wolfe

SECURITY AND RISK ANALYSIS
Andrew Zachary Brakebill
Jason Buitrago
Nicholas J. Coombes
Samuel A. Fisher
Cole Samuel Hoffman

College of Education
Bachelor of Science

ELECTROTECHNICAL AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Amber Elizabeth Baker
Brooke Lynn Eveland
Heather Elizabeth Geist
Ghajeema Hashmy
Elise S. Hoffa
Caroline E. Jones
Jordan Anthony Kalinowski
Emily Elizabeth Karas
Alexa Taylor Kolb
Andrea Mendoza
Sophia Monteiro
Juliana Autumn Reed
Kolby D. Roof
Tiffany Spalti

College of the Liberal Arts
Bachelor of Science

ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP
Michelle Diane Neiswender
Leslie Olander

Associate Degree Candidates

Berk's College
Associate in Arts

LETTERS, ARTS, AND SCIENCES
Caitlin Camille Gaylord
Bennett Donovan Grabey
Yaneiza Lindsay Hernandez

Associate in Science

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Daniel James Cook
Dana Lauren Gaylord
Jack Thomas Gramling
Adriana Paola Medina-Madera

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Kara Benedict
Nadine M. Debalko
Ashlee Glauner

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
PSYCHOLOGY
Alexandra Dimitra Giannakarios
Chantel Hatton
Sarah E. Morgan
Jamie Catherine Mullin
Eliska Nerudova
Sara Jane Olszewsky
Rachel Pagano
Sierra Marie Pecikonis
Sanzeeda Pervin
Shakil Richie
Jennifer Ashley Rodman
Cerita Shae’Ona Spady
Jessica Wickersham
Amy M. Zhang

Associate Degree Candidates
University College
Associate in Arts
LETTERS, ARTS, AND SCIENCES
Chelsea R. Dugan

DuBois
Dr. M. Scott McBride, Chancellor and
Chief Academic Officer

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates
University College
Bachelor of Arts
AMERICAN STUDIES
Alexis Nicole Welsh

COMMUNICATION ARTS AND
SCIENCES
Kaitlyn Elaine Bedard
Jacob D. Mejias
Eric Timothy Ward

COMMUNICATIONS
Jamie Andrews
Malcolm Allen Burton
Nicole DiMauro
Mitchell Alfred Doris
Donald Jones
Edmond James Moses
Brooke Sarah Theveny

PSYCHOLOGY
Maureen A. Black
Rachel Cherubini
Danielle E. Guth
Courtney Marie Harris
Chanae A. Wise

Bachelor of Science
BIOLOGY
Abigail E. Avila
Kennesha Alexis Busby
Christina Dawt Chin Tial Chawn

BUSINESS
Kristen Heather Anderson
Hovsep Avesyan
Ian Bower
Kyle W. Britten
Carly Anne Bullock
Joseph D. Caperila
Christine DiLauro
Victor Ficarra**
Tzu Hsin Hsu
Devante James Klaver
Kevin Ly
Tyler Lyon
Bildine Sangay Massaquoi
Derek Menzel
Luke Messatzzia
Benjamin Mutz
Nicholas Mosiah Peart
Brian Reynolds
Jean P. Salazar
Grace E. Stuart
Mackenzie Nicole Troutman
Hongmei Zheng

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND
FAMILY STUDIES
Madison Leigh Dambrosio
Haley N. Grossi
Jamie Logan Hernandez
Meredith Lillian Sechrist Kalb
Kayla Meghan McGuire
Alexa Moreschi
Kevin John Sessa
Melissa Teresa Towers

INFORMATION SCIENCES
AND TECHNOLOGY
Joseph M. Borowski
Lima Anika Bushra
Christopher Stephen Capaldi
Jared Furline
Lily Guo
Peter Johnson V
Nicholas McManus
Joshua Ivan Michaels
Sean Michael O’Flynn
Oliver Oladeji
Amy Pham
Coleen Yasmin Vergara
Honghao Wei

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

College of Education

Bachelor of Science

ELEMENTARY AND EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
Julia Mae Benim
Anna Lee Chimera
Caralee Dawn DaValle
Michael Duckett Jr.
Abigail Marie Hinkson
Kelly Kryskiak
Teah Lata
Libbie Kate McFall
Abigail Saylor
Kennedy Lyn Wittman

College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

NURSING
Joel Alvarez
Hannah C. Cain
Kaylene Rose Chaffee
Mariella Pineda Chamberlain
Colin Michelangeli Dedert
Alexis Paulette Eller
Jacob Richard Field
Madison Garing
Dallas Andrew Gray
Kyli Skye Grazier
Rose C. Handel
Janelle E. Housler
Madison Leigh Kennedy
Camry Sue King
Anne Marie Lichtinger
Tyler Jon Marree
Sarah Anne McKinsey
Kelly Moyer
Emily R. Pacileo
Caitlin Plazony
Kaitlynn Rose Rorer
Grace Emily Ruhlman
Olivia Rutkowski
Joseph Caleb Tomosky
Alexander Steven Vardzel
Morgan Lindsay Veglia
Cassandra Lane Wisdom

The Behrend College

Bachelor of Arts

ARTS ADMINISTRATION
Madison Renee Bradburn
Anu Bulgan

COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA STUDIES
Sarah Gale Hilapo Beale
Molly Catherine Crack
Sara Elizabeth Grack
Lily Gunn
Alyson Kate Merryman
Eion M. Russell

DIGITAL MEDIA, ARTS, AND TECHNOLOGY
Cody E. Carlson
Isaac Carl Esterline
Samantha Sallie Fillar
Morgan Lindsay Veglia

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
Bachelor of Science

ACCOUNTING
Joshua R. Bechtold**
Evan Crane Briant
Derrick Joseph Clark
Allison Nicole Enzbrenner
Andrew J. Farrell
Kristie Ferrick
Michael Geary
Andrew Richard Gignac
Thomas J. Hoh
Dylan Johnston
Joshua Aaron Kirkpatrick
Brandon Thomas Kowalski
Tatum J. Kukuda
Alexis Manna
Dawson Mealey
Jarrett Nakagawara-Schreiner
Matthew Thomas O’Brien
John Henry Rose
Vishal Shah
Jessica Taylor Snider
Michael Tejchman
Kyle Robert Thomas
Siwei Wang
Jacob Mark Zeis

BIOLOGY
Samantha Barahona
Austin R. Brenner
Noah David Colvin
Savanna R. David
Emily Alyssa Eiss**
Luke Thomas Fowler
Hunter R. Frazier
Adrianna Mae Gee
Spencer Nigel Gray
Sage C. Grenz**
Bianca Reigh Johnson
Alaa Yahya Kareem**
Krista R. Kelyman
Daniel Knapp
Rachel N. Leone
Alyssa Elaine McElhinney
Alan T. McGill
Pooja Shailesh Mehta
Justin Christopher Morrison
Steven Andrew Morrow
Lauren Ashley Olevnik**
Christian Joseph Pacifico
Daniella Alejandra Rios-Martinez
Amanda Romano
Ryan Scott Schnars
Noah Schneider
Tahlia Irene Smith
Ramsey Jean Struble
Aaron Michael Trail
Cassidy Jean Ulanowicz
Alina Vandeob-Brown
James C. Zillman

BUSINESS ECONOMICS
Yousff Z. S. M. A. Alwazzan
Joshua Eger
Avery Festa
Kole Michael Holden
Nathan Lyle Miller
Simon D. Nero
Lukas Murray Peterson

CHEMISTRY
Emily Pearl Brocious
Amanda Lee Dynoske
Sydney Huntzinger
Ashley L. Lombardo
Windsor Lundy**
Hannah M. Morda
Nicole Kathleen Orwat
Alexander Stone

COMPUTER ENGINEERING
Nathan Thomas Brunton
Henry W. Chiapa
Donald Bernard Collett
Alexander A. Croll
Nicholas M. Davies
Nicholas James Drake
Richard K. Henry
Jarod Klinefelter
Jeffrey Michael Lang
Zachary D. Ley
Christian William Loverde
Jacob Osullivan
Christopher Lee Phillips
Leland Ralston
Nicholas J. Self
Florian Sopaj
Dana Swartwood
Timothy J. Volkar
Joshua Wilfong

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Cameron Butts
Alexander Thomas Cherry
Cameron Coursey
Jesse Lamont Smith Craig
Mason deHénaut
David John Ewing
Quentin Elijah Holmes
Sidney D. Hopson
Nicholas W. Jones
Saaman Daniel Khalilollahi
Marc Maromonte
Jordan Merkel
Ronak Mahendrakumar Patel
Gary Anthony Puleio
Thomas Anthony Secor
Benjamin Allen Smith
Marshall A. Utiss

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
ELECTRICAL AND COMPUTER ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Daniel Albert Bohbot
Nathan W. Brubaker
Bryce Casella
Tanner Phillips
Austin James Schott
Seth Johnston Silverio
Jeffrey Cm Zariczny

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
John Isaac Anderson
Gage Barrowcliff
Joel Curtis Brennen
James Timothy Cowan
Michael David DiCola
James Gregory
Robert Matthew Gunton
Thomas Donald Kolodziej
Anthony Kotkke
Jacob Andrew Lehotsky
Sean Aaron Malatesta
Zachary R. Manarelli
Emily Elise Martin
Peter Matt
Gabino C. Morales
Andrew D. Ostrosky
Caleb Michael Rebholz
Cody Rhine
Mackenzie H. Sloan

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
Bradley David Beck
Wyatt Clair Fleischer
Kelsey M. Foley
Joseph D. Forish
Callie Nicole Schafer
Matthew T. Zollars

FINANCE
Farah Sherif Ahmed Fouad Afify
Farida Sherif Ahmed Fouad Afify
Lauren Marie Barr
Joshua R. Bechtold**
Richard H. Blanchard III
Kaitlyn Alexis Bolton
Evon Crane Briand
Christopher James Butler
Tyler J. Clemens
Jordan Anthony Davidson
Joshua Eger
Michael J. Fedorek
Adam Harold Hanes
Thomas J. Hoh
Ryan Houser
Mitchell E. Jenkins
Joshua Aaron Kirkpatrick
Jarod Michael Krachkowski
Barry Edward Kuhn
Tatum J. Kukuda
Cuyler H. McCoy Jr.

INTERDISCIPLINARY BUSINESS WITH ENGINEERING STUDIES
Katherine Rose Baker
John Baltzer
Bradley James Benson
Jacob Daniel Brown
Jakeb E. Byerley
Anthony Jay Chipoletti
Tyler J. Clemens
Justin Deets
Christian William Konar
Jennifer A. Krull
Taylor Lauren Mealie
Matthew Michael Mello
Mark R. Napierkowski
Braden Paulinellie
Frank M. Ruszkowski
Ryan Matthew Segar
Kevin M. Stebick
Utkarsh Thakur
Tyler James Ulrich
Jesse S. Weideman
Tyler W. Wolf
Iaroslav Zuyevych

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
Destiny Eicher
Megan A. Kirk
Portia Nowosielski

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Grace Michaela Blackford**
Jessica C. Boscaljon
Wyatt Michael Burnside
Michael Dinner
Christian Eckberg
Sheridan Thomas Fassett
Ryan James Frankoski
Andrew Richard Gignac
Andray Gorban
Michael Gralewski
Desmond Tyrese Hamilton
Zachary J. Lizun
Zachary William Lowery
Derek Richard Rieder
Mathias Paul Riegel
Vishal Shah

MARKETING
Caleb Caldwell
Madison Behney Clapper
Karle Rose Cortes
Olivia Kate Crandall
Sarah Sue DeRiso
Steven Lee Dietz
Destiny Eicher
Chase Christopher Hanaway
Hali Brooke Hartley
Abigail M. Heasley
Denana Ivanovic
Jaret William Kelly
Megan A. Kirk
Ashley Noelle Lesniakowski
Portia Nowosielski
Amanda Jane Paul
Rosalee Megan Sepella
Chloe Alyssa Stertz
Angelica Sofia Timm Castro
Jordan Nicole Trama
Joseph C. Weibel

MATHEMATICS
Garrett Bracken
Patricia K. Brotherson
Mason deHénaut
Trevor Johnson
Saaman Daniel Khalilollahi
Rebecca Lesnett
Shaelyn A. McQuillen
Adam N. Nuhn
Alec P. Payne

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
Joshua Slayton**
Emily Susan Stankiewicz
Milan Dane Stefanelli
Braden L. Yeager

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
Matthew Gregory Adams
Shawn Bleau
Caleb Cairns
Matthew Cannon
Dominic J. Charletta
Kristen Collins
Matthew Paul Corlew
Jackson Craig
Colton L. Cyphert
Benjamin Thomas DePrator
Cole Matthew Dombrosky
Spencer Ferber
Federico Nicolas Fetter
Ethan Fontana
John Georgetown
Matthew S. Gielarowski
Rebecca Maureen Grey**
Alexis Rose Griesacker
Kameron Haines
Austin S. Hankey
Andrew Evan Hasko
Cole A. Hickman
Osamah Zafar Khan
Jack H. Kline
Kyle A. Lazaroff
Shawn Edward Logan**
Jared Dalton Lubbert
Michael Douglas Macel
Max Edward Mehalko
Cheyanne Merritt
Brandon Keith Miller
Braden M. Moze
Gregory Nutter
Gavin O’Connor
Donovan J. Orlosky
Kent Douglas Peterson
Tanay Ninad Raje
Jessica Mishelle Ramirez Lopez
David R. Saunders
Robert James Scherer Jr.
Kole Alexander Schlosser
Alexander Lucio Mark Smith
Zane Smith
Daniel G. Stanton
Patrick Stefaniack
Dru Anthony Stuehgen
Jonathan Trimpey
Samuel Philip Tubbs
Jared P. Weber
Adrian James Welcheck
Seth R. Wenzel
James P. White
Hunter W. Whitman
Luke Christian Willis
Griffin D. Wurm
Jeremy Thomas Zihmer

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Jordan D. Bartlebaugh
Nathan E. Burak
Andrew Joel Donaldson
Lee Wayne Downey Jr.
Travis Ryan Foraker Jr.
Andrew Stephen Frost
Amber Lee Gray
Brenda Marie Greenhaner
Terrell M. Hawkins
Max Dylan Hrbl
Alexander Kane Huston
John LaRoche
Matthew Ryan Leasure
Derin James Lineman
Benjamin Paul Marriner
Makayla Miller
Jared David Minski
Jason N. Redick
Ana Clarisa Reyes Valdez
Nathan Alexander Rummel
Jacob John Sarmento
Adam J. Smith
Lucas George Smozski
Daniel Raymond Stewart
Justin Lee Taylor
Bradley Turnbull
Bradley Scott Turner

PHYSICS
Ross E. Butler IV

PLASTICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Zachary Joseph Achille
Tanner Joseph Alauzen
Emily Jean Archer
Ty Burford
Michael Joseph Cardone
Gregory Coleman Conley
Kaylynn Costello
Jacob Leroy Doehrel
Sean P. Edlis
Nicholas R. Enos
Anna Marie Gestiehr
Nicolas Ionadi
Daniel Lachlan Irwin
Jared A. Jacob
Brady E. Kindle
Brandon Joseph Maslanka
Andrew Charles McCauley
Brian McGrady
Mackenzie McIntire
Lucas Daniel McNamara
Joseph R. Mirizio
Adrian Matthew Orange
Ashley Marie Puder
Anton Rearick
Dane A. Rhoades

Megan Patricia Rohde
Shaelyn Rose Ross
Dominic Edward Rupp
Jordan M. Sarver
Marissa Torretti
Alicia J. Velcko
Joshua D. Wagner
Nathan John Wood

PROJECT AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Enrique A. Adames Acevedo
Darryl M. Adams
Katherine Rose Baker
John Baltzer
Bradley James Benson
Grace Michaela Blackford**
Hannah E. Brougher
Jakeb E. Byerley
Tanner Charles Cicchini
Dylan L. Cook
Justin Deets
Edward Ennis Dezabala
Michael Dinner
Taylor Dziekciasz
Michael Jelte Fails
Avery Festa
Madison Elizabeth Finnerty
Daniel B. Francis
Ryan James Frankoski
Michael Gralewski
Desmond Tyrese Hamilton
Isaac Jones
Mitchell McFarland King
Jennifer A. Krull
Adam Lawson
Mallory M. Lehr
Zachary J. Lizun
Mark R. Napierkowski
Benjamin S. Palaski
Jacelyn C. Palmer
Frank M. Ruszkowski
Jacob Logan Schmidt
Robert James Senger
Timothy Joseph Snyder
Kevin M. Stebick
Nicholas Susich
Adrian James Welcheck
Aaron Joshua Tietje
John-Luke Tlumack
Coleman Patrick Vaughn
Tyler W. Wolf
Robert John Young
Iaroslav Zuyevych

PSYCHOLOGY
Mia Baker
Samantha Barahona

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
Hannah Nicole Brocious
Paige E. Brumett
Samantha M. Conway
Lucas Patrick Currier
Jessika Marie Drinkall
Miranda Lynn Gulnac
Erica Govind Juriasingani
James Nicholas Kilglasson
Jada Newby
Jacob J. Ognibene
Kaila Marie Schnell
Tyler J. Skelton
Jace C. Velez

SECONDARY EDUCATION
Alyssa Feltenberger
Taylor Marie Montagna

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING
Austin John Alloway
Brandon James Bartosek
Samantha Carter
Perry Chambers Jr.
Alex Daughenbaugh
Conner Louis Delancay
Nicholas R. DiPasquale
Austin Jameson Factora
Connor R. Heutsche
Brett Bernard Jackson
James Ryan Lanham
Jeffery David MacBeth
Clayton J. McKinney**
Adam N. Nuhn
Zachary Martin Plunkett
Michael David Royer Jr.
Brendan Thomas Seibert
Rachel Elizabeth Shreve
Jacob Daniel Uhrin

Associate Degree Candidates
The Behrend College
Associate in Arts
LETTERS, ARTS, AND SCIENCES
Nathan Huster

Associate in Engineering Technology
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Todd Richard Nollinger
Zachary Thomas
Hudson Quan Tran

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Stephen Bremerkamp
Edem Yaw Galley
Kendra Kline
Timothy Jude Wehler

Fayette, The Eberly Campus
Dr. W. Charles Patrick, Chancellor and Chief Academic Officer

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates
College of Nursing
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
NURSING
Olivia Paige Ansell
Olivia Binda
Lynze L. Bunda
Derek Michael Evans
Emily J. Grubach
Machaela Hall
Samuel A. Hlatky
Kaley Lynn Kanuch
Kylie Keedy
Icee Maria Leapline
Kensi Michelle Manrhyth
Marie E. Morrison
Katelyn R. Myers
McKinley Raye Orndorff
Morgan Renee Pytlak
Alivia Grace Rolaf
Taylor Jordan Rouleau
Paige Sherbondy
Nicole Marie Sova
Andrea Renee Suter
Anthony E. Tuchek
Jeremy Welsh
Felicity Yauger

University College
Bachelor of Arts
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
Justin Elijah Salom

CORPORATE COMMUNICATION
Jordan Wayne Decker
Carlie Jean Durst
Noah House

Bachelor of Science
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
Damian Lafayette Alicea
Dominique Raquel Bartholomai
Andrew Haywood
Danielle E. Jones
Zachary S. Lindsey
Troy Donald Lux Jr.
Brock A. McMulloch
Geoffrey T. Salitrik

BUSINESS
Andrew R. D’Arrigo
Ryan E. Demchak
Jared Matthew Gaddis
Noah Clark Hansen
Hannah Hockin
Dominic Marghella
Ross Richard Mazer
Jeffrey Anthony Samelli
Bailey Allen Stapleton
Garrett Robert Stevenson
Rebecca M. Stull
Craig Weaver
John Thomas Yohman
Lennon Young

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES
Nicole Baker
Melissa A. Bochnak
Julia Lorraine Crucio
Miki Sue Porterfield
Alexis Edith Williams

PROJECT AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Benjamin William Ream

PSYCHOLOGY
Kaylee Aaron
Brandon G. Demchak
Sara Beth Halbert
Tyler Quinn Zelenick

Associate Degree Candidates
College of Engineering
Associate in Engineering Technology
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Cody Weimer

University College
Associate in Science
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Gabrielle L. Fronczek
Jarred D. Provance

PHYSICAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT
Joshua R. Crayton
Casey N. Falcon
Erica Frantz
Devin Michael Harvey

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
Greater Allegheny
Dr. Jacqueline Edmondson, Chancellor and Chief Academic Officer

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

College of Information Sciences and Technology
Bachelor of Science
INFORMATION SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY
Prajal Sharma

INFORMATION SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY
Philip John Belinsky
Ratna J. Gathala
Christopher Lee Harrison
Kyle Kellermann
Narad Koirla
Bimal Regmi
Katarina Marie Shields

PROJECT AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Vincent P. Boyle
Jeffrey Lawrence Holden
Alexander Joseph Kahanic

PSYCHOLOGY
Niasia Boyd
Akiiaa Sarai Compton
Ivy S. Mervis
Maranda Leigh Ross
Alexis Beatrice Whitehead
Ashton Andrew Wygonik

University College
Bachelor of Arts
COMMUNICATIONS
Troy David Ferguson
Sara Ann Payo
Nathaniel Ryan Rega
Zachary James Schmader
Alisha Tarver

PSYCHOLOGY
Aniyia Monique Bentley-King
Katelyn Marie Dougherty
Shawn Levali Lewis
Brian Joseph Nuckols
Haley Nicole Snyder

Bachelor of Science
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
Alyssa Leigh Guzie
Alyssa Noel Kennedy
Brian Charles Koglin
Matthew Giovanni Smith

BIOBEHAVIORAL HEALTH
Alexandra Florescu Eubank
Alexandra F. Hall
Logan Thomas Stein
Michael R. Weimerskirch

BUSINESS
Alaina Jean Cherry
Korionna Rene Janetta DeVaughn

Harrisburg, The Capital College
Dr. John Mason Jr., Chancellor

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

The Capital College
Bachelor of Arts

AMERICAN STUDIES
Madison Alexandra Darhower
Samantha Goodrich
Michael Clark Wolfe

COMMUNICATION
Jasmine Araiza
Emma E. Baranak
Kylan Levi Barry
Alyssa Lyn Blackman
Tapiwa Dzidzai Kaunda
Leisa D. Kilby
Grace E. Kline
Ho Pai Kuo
Tunde Oduwaiye
Thomas Huston Perry
Amber Reichwein
Elizabeth Jude Russoli
Jennifer Kristen Serrano Alvarez
Evan Lawrence Staub

HUMANITIES
Logan Andrew Daly
Julia Wanner

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Nabin Adhikari
Sydney Antonia Archuleta
Kierra N. Billingsley
Sean William Gatten
Alexander P. Groff
Makenzie Nicole Kuhn
Gregory Lynn Molock Jr.
Hadia Niazi
Jamilyn Esther Amma Nimo
Bledh Francis Sandza
Javon Tyrone Wright

Bachelor of Elementary Education

ELEMENTARY EDUCATION
Lacey Kathryn Balmer
Kerstin Marie Cappella

*Degree conferred posthumously
** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
Kylee Marie Dale
Abigail Nicole Dockery
Emily Margaret Fiebig
Olivia Evin Heidelmark
Riley Nicole Keefe
Samantha Lynn Lanunziata
Kaylin Lauger
Erika Lyn Lengle
Timber Rayne Merryman
Terran Renee Miller
Justin Carl Mingle
Krysten K. Morgan
Maia Neidig
Katherine Mckenzie June Ort
Sierra Sizer
Brayden Joseph Turner
Jordan M. Wagner

Bachelor of Humanities

COMMUNICATIONS
Abigail Clifford
Adaobi Jennifer Maduka

ENGLISH
Laurel K. Amey
Anthony Berdine
Emily P. Dempsey
Naomi Lowelle Detwiler
Alex Margaret Hedly
Madaline B. Hoy
Trevor Lynn Mack
Polina Markeeva
Michelle Rene Shields
Ella Reed Simcox
Devan E. Smith

Bachelor of Science

ACCOUNTING
Sheila Ansary**
Hillary O. Appiah
Cristine Mae Tan Arzola
Noah F. Asghedom
Michael David Azzato
Mercedes Janaisia Heath
Jenny Keim
Denis Krpic
Mengyuan Liu
Geraldo Luciano-Rodriguez
Leah Elizabeth Martin
Yordan Stefanov Mavrodinov
Christopher Khoa Nguyen
Aye Lwin Oo
Abdikarim Hassan Osman
Shivani S. Patel
Mickyothma Rai
Punam Rizal
Somi Rizal
Jennifer Brooke Ross
Janet Sample
Garret A. Treaster

Janessa Elaine Zahorchak
Larisa L. Zaitov
Xinlei Zhu

BIOLOGY
Ayim Keith Akyea-Djamson
Hana Alsawaf
Sibgha T. Amin**
Annasimon Maher Awad
Ryan Castaneira
Catherine Colombo
Tahya Usama Ahmed Eldreny
Evan M. Gepfer-Kort
Karim Girgis
Banni K. Gurna
Nardeen Hakim
Stephanie M. Hayes
Grace Elizabeth Holjes
Shahnoza Iramova
Sainab A. Jire
Mariah Samuelle Johnson
Marwa Khan
Savannah E. Kreiser
Afrah H. Mohamednur
Otilia Paraschiva Murariu
Dhairya Patel**
Harsh B. Patel
Saurav S. Patel
Jack Ryan Quillen
Josie Rice
Rachael Talalai

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Alexander Auger
Brian Dillon Bennett
Nathan Van Boyer
Nicholas William Bratina
Anthony Byers
Marjorie Jahaira Cruz
MacKenna Marie Daniel
Jacob Michael Deberry
Elif Demirgil
Christopher Devers
Joseph Xavier Dreer
Timothy Stephen Fulton
Emily G. Gillmen
Sarah Louise Goddard
Maria Godoy
Jonathan E. Greco
Hayden Harvey
Brendon Cole Hixson
Yong Huang
Colin Matthew Hurley
Kieran Thomas Kearns
Matthew Curtis Keller
Bailey A. Keys
Mark S. Kobierecki
Mohamed Hesham Kotby
Scott J. Lawrence
Ian Chandler Masters
Katelin Elizabeth Messimer

Brooke Moore
Khadijeh A. Namous
Michael Lynn Neumayer
Brady J. Nye
Clementina Okitikpi
Timothy Michael Osifchok
Audrey Shay
Graham Harry Smith III
Keisha M. Smith
Michal Sowinski
Pierce Thomas Sweeney
Andrew James Szerencsits
Tyler Christian Vermilyen
Kanyon Joan Vilaychith
Skylar Thavinh Vilaychith
Joel P. G. Warner
Luke Williams
Margo Wolfgang
Gavin Todd Zeigler

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Aqib Ahmed
Saleh Ibrahim Altassan
Kyle Nathaniel Arnold
Nathaniel Athorn
Bryan Cruz Ulloa
Jeremy Michael Dellock
Sarah Catherine Derr
Andrew Durkin
Austin Christopher Frantz
Rohan Udayankumar Gajjar
Benjamin I. Goldstein
Emily V. Haigh
Guanlin He
Sarah A. Kettell
Brett Kreiser
Yuhui Li

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors

Garret A. Treaster

**

Janessa Elaine Zahorchak
Larisa L. Zaitov
Xinlei Zhu

BIOLOGY
Ayim Keith Akyea-Djamson
Hana Alsawaf
Sibgha T. Amin**
Annasimon Maher Awad
Ryan Castaneira
Catherine Colombo
Tahya Usama Ahmed Eldreny
Evan M. Gepfer-Kort
Karim Girgis
Banni K. Gurna
Nardeen Hakim
Stephanie M. Hayes
Grace Elizabeth Holjes
Shahnoza Iramova
Sainab A. Jire
Mariah Samuelle Johnson
Marwa Khan
Savannah E. Kreiser
Afrah H. Mohamednur
Otilia Paraschiva Murariu
Dhairya Patel**
Harsh B. Patel
Saurav S. Patel
Jack Ryan Quillen
Josie Rice
Rachael Talalai

CIVIL ENGINEERING
Alexander Auger
Brian Dillon Bennett
Nathan Van Boyer
Nicholas William Bratina
Anthony Byers
Marjorie Jahaira Cruz
MacKenna Marie Daniel
Jacob Michael Deberry
Elif Demirgil
Christopher Devers
Joseph Xavier Dreer
Timothy Stephen Fulton
Emily G. Gillmen
Sarah Louise Goddard
Maria Godoy
Jonathan E. Greco
Hayden Harvey
Brendon Cole Hixson
Yong Huang
Colin Matthew Hurley
Kieran Thomas Kearns
Matthew Curtis Keller
Bailey A. Keys
Mark S. Kobierecki
Mohamed Hesham Kotby
Scott J. Lawrence
Ian Chandler Masters
Katelin Elizabeth Messimer

Brooke Moore
Khadijeh A. Namous
Michael Lynn Neumayer
Brady J. Nye
Clementina Okitikpi
Timothy Michael Osifchok
Audrey Shay
Graham Harry Smith III
Keisha M. Smith
Michal Sowinski
Pierce Thomas Sweeney
Andrew James Szerencsits
Tyler Christian Vermilyen
Kanyon Joan Vilaychith
Skylar Thavinh Vilaychith
Joel P. G. Warner
Luke Williams
Margo Wolfgang
Gavin Todd Zeigler

COMPUTER SCIENCE
Aqib Ahmed
Saleh Ibrahim Altassan
Kyle Nathaniel Arnold
Nathaniel Athorn
Bryan Cruz Ulloa
Jeremy Michael Dellock
Sarah Catherine Derr
Andrew Durkin
Austin Christopher Frantz
Rohan Udayankumar Gajjar
Benjamin I. Goldstein
Emily V. Haigh
Guanlin He
Sarah A. Kettell
Brett Kreiser
Yuhui Li

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
Analee Maria Dsilva
Andrew Charles Evens
Reza Fahlevi
Darien Joel Goddard
Christopher James Leidy

Michael Aaron De Hoff
Stacia Lynn Fredericks
Andrew Michael Fritz
Katelyn M. Gormley
Connor Scott Kershner
Katelyn Leslie Kosovac
Austin Richard Kunkel
Leah Angelique Maggs
Tyler Maher
Morgan Elizabeth Mayers
Leah Pastal
Vidhiben C. Patel
Brittany Short
Colton James Wasson
Bailey Logan Witmer

Anthony P. Austin
Diamonique M. Barnard
Nathan Derr
Analee Maria Dsilva
Kaitlyn Marie Dugan
Sophia C. Evans
Meshal Khan Ghori
Kailey R. Grauel
Abrianna J. Hamby
Darlene Harris
Hezekiah Del-Juan Hopkins
Jay Jajich
Katherine Jordan
Yuhui Li
Joshua Nurse
Madelyn Marie Pyle
Hannah Elizabeth Quarterson
Tyquan M. Reddick
Benigno Mateo Ruiz
Camryn Shaak
Troy Slaughter
Mateo Teshea Stevens
Eric Dennis Tereo
Camryn M. Williams

Kiersten Lee Allander
Wei Bai
Diamonique M. Barnard

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>DEPARTMENT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Hambleton</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Nicole Harris</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arianna Marie Johnson</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julia Marie Leslie</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaylia Anne Marie McCalla</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia A. Mish</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sevlyn Joyce Nocon</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayla Paul</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Marie Piper</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Noel Urich</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Windmiller</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily T. Zimmerman</td>
<td>Public Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Benjamin Brettler</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathryn Rose Compton</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Francisco Cruz</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaci Danielle Keller</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Owen David Shank</td>
<td>Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariam Dabsha</td>
<td>Security and Risk Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renee Dunst</td>
<td>Security and Risk Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan S. English</td>
<td>Security and Risk Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Nickel</td>
<td>Security and Risk Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anne Owolabi</td>
<td>Security and Risk Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angel Satyam Patel</td>
<td>Security and Risk Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eveline M. Tadres</td>
<td>Security and Risk Analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharup Acharya</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samir Ichola Adechina Boussari</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Bray</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Austin Burke</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximillian A. Figueroa*</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Harry</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sai Vaishnavi Kandala</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bret Addison Williams</td>
<td>Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trevor A. Basham</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jocelyn Hanula</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawrence Kastria II</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zozan Kucukaydin</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Thomas Lavelle</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda McMillin</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amanda Marie Stine</td>
<td>Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Bennett Lynerd</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter J. McCleary</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darius Mensah</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Messinger</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abanob Samy Metry Mosa</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlin Mueller</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Francis Olcott</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Olszyk</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Jace Ort</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas John Paxton</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Edward Pedia Jr.</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean D. Petracis</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashida Chante Pitt</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jake William Ramos</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Allen Ranck</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon James Rauenzahn</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander M. Rohn</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley M. Ruch</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Lee Salasky-Sirk</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Hunter Smith</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christopher Scott Stillwell</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah Strawser</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Tyler Sudbrack</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sophia Sy</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yam Raj Timsina</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nik Zaman Faisal bin Zakimi Na Rahim</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Andrew Zeigler</td>
<td>Mechanical Engineering Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Hugh Bullock</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seth Matthew Cramer</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toby Cuff</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April Mae Eberly</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremiah Frankland</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Bridget Gomez</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Keith Goodling</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jared R. Groff</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mamadi Jalloh</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sawers Lowzilian Kamel</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praise Levi</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Messner</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cayden Richard Miller</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Thomas Rath</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Alan Schnupp</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Christopher Sokalsky</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan C. Stahl</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dennis Robert Yeoman</td>
<td>Project and Supply Chain Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meng Y. Hua</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duy B. Pham</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Sander</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maksim Yakubovskiy</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Mae Barnes</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trevor A. Basham</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Takiya S. Brown</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sundal Ghor</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
Associate Degree Candidates

University College

Associate in Science

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Michelle Hackenberg

INFORMATION SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY
Christian D. Meyers

PHYSICAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT
Erica Adamczyk
Cassidy Sue Buser
Mark Chapman
Alexa Rose Clark
Brianna Rae Clark
Laura Elizabeth Dorsey
Madison Felty
Megan Amanda Houser
Michael Anthony Hudson
Mitchell Lacerda
Kasey Lynn Leidy
Bailey Leslie
Abigail G. Majeski
Maria Noel Muentz
Kevin Ogorzalek
Juan Ortiz
Garrett James William Rokosky
Adam Specht

Bachelor of Science

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
Elizbeth Madurki
Silvio Alejandro Reyes

BUSINESS
Sean Choley
Mackenzie Joy
Owen K. Klingaman
Catherine Elizabeth Matyas
Carlos Jeanpierre Torres
Marisol Velazquez
Michael Witczak Jr.

INFORMATION SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY
Mohammed Babji
Carlos E. Colon Castillo
Jacob Deremer
Satchit Sharath Hegde
Anush Iyer
Yugandhar Mankar
William Matthew Moses
Lee Michael Pliska
Steven Rafael Santiago Perez
David S. Wontor II
John Wray

PROJECT AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Lauren Emylee Gober
Brian Patrick Zinman

PSYCHOLOGY
Abby L. Bessoir
Megan Elizabeth Hudock

REHABILITATION AND HUMAN SERVICES
Jennifer Fisher
Liz Debbie Rosa De Aza
Lynn Karen Rosa De Aza
Samantha Shamonsky

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

University College

Bachelor of Arts

CORPORATE COMMUNICATION
Dominic M. Lamont
Anthony Louis Salazer Jr.

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors

Hazleton

Dr. Gary M. Lawler, Chancellor

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

University College

Bachelor of Arts

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
Lexi L. Kenny

CORPORATE COMMUNICATION
Dominic M. Lamont
Anthony Louis Salazer Jr.

Associate Degree Candidates

The Capital College

Associate in Arts

LETTERS, ARTS, AND SCIENCES
Camille Nicole Principe

PSYCHOLOGY
Andrew James Whitesall
Dominika Zandrowicz

Bachelor of Science

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
Elizbeth Madurki
Silvio Alejandro Reyes

BUSINESS
Sean Choley
Mackenzie Joy
Owen K. Klingaman
Catherine Elizabeth Matyas
Carlos Jeanpierre Torres
Marisol Velazquez
Michael Witczak Jr.

INFORMATION SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY
Mohammed Babji
Carlos E. Colon Castillo
Jacob Deremer
Satchit Sharath Hegde
Anush Iyer
Yugandhar Mankar
William Matthew Moses
Lee Michael Pliska
Steven Rafael Santiago Perez
David S. Wontor II
John Wray

PROJECT AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Lauren Emylee Gober
Brian Patrick Zinman

PSYCHOLOGY
Abby L. Bessoir
Megan Elizabeth Hudock

REHABILITATION AND HUMAN SERVICES
Jennifer Fisher
Liz Debbie Rosa De Aza
Lynn Karen Rosa De Aza
Samantha Shamonsky

Lehigh Valley

Dr. Tina Q. Richardson, Chancellor

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

University College

Bachelor of Arts

CORPORATE COMMUNICATION
Erica Ashley Callahan
Caitlin Germanton
Brooke Alexandra Gimbor
Kalista Mitrisin
Jason Paulus

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
Bachelor of Science

BIOLIGICAL HEALTH
David Joseph Garzillo
John Marlo D. Medalla

BUSINESS
Landon Annoni
Giuliana Crystal Asmad
Peter James Banak III
Lisa P. Cardenes
Jason Cruz
Jocelyn Marie Cuevas
Georgia Gonzalez
Hesro Johnson III
Madison Emily Kugler
Dominic Anthony Lucci
Melody Alondra Mendez
William James Ogle
Austin Jerry Savage
Austin Christopher Turner
Alec Theodore Welsh
Nicholas D. Young

HEALTH POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION
Nicole Grazio
Isabella Hanna
Jamie Lynn McMillan
Nathan Larry Smith
Simon Tomaszewski

INFORMATION SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY
Manasvini M. Gurusankar
Jeffrey McConnell
Hannah Toomey

Mont Alto
Dr. Francis K. Ahampong, Chancellor

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

NURSING
Alexis Angle
Shelby L. Armstrong
Jessica Anne Beckley
Chassidy Lynn Bishop
Sarah Beth Bumbaugh
Alexa B. Colgan
Meghan H. Durniak
Ashlyn Marie Ellis
Danielle Failor
Audrey L. Glassmyer
Bailey Nicole Horner
Katie Hutzel
Jennifer N. Kent
Laura Nichole Massar
Kira Lee Reichard
Dannah Rolar
Mackenzie Weary
Jessica Marie Winchester
Kaylie Renee Yarnell

University College
Bachelor of Arts

LETTERS, ARTS, AND SCIENCES
Cara Burgan

Bachelor of Science

BUSINESS
Rosario Ml Guarnieri
Dominique Alexis King
Austin Kyle Poulson
Nash Matthew Re
Ethan C. Slusser

HEALTH POLICY AND ADMINISTRATION
Tyler D. Eyer
Michia Lakhota Herman
Nathaniel Lewis Hoffmann
Sylvia Margarete Russell
Jalen Zuri Smith
Brooklyn Bree Wagner

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES
Linda Batz
Mary Anna Elizabeth Black
Jacie Marie Buller
Kendra Brooke Kauffman
Danessa Hope Myers
Erika Perez
Kimberly Ann Senecal
Elisabeth Smith
Joseph W. Wunsch

INFORMATION SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY
Colton T. Brown

PROJECT AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Bryce Gilson Kendall
Ryan V. King
Sonja Loewe

PSYCHOLOGY
Blasias R. Drum
Emily J. Harver

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
Associate Degree Candidates

College of Agricultural Sciences

Associate in Science

FOREST TECHNOLOGY
Max Austin
Richard Mason Bennett
Maxwell Andrew Bianchi
Logan Todd Schaffer
Joshua Timothy Whitesel

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Hannah Marie Bauler
Emily Noelle Gipe
Alexandra Renee Horst
Alexis Nicole Kellison
Carly Nicole Knapp
Adam John-Stewart Lippy
Megan Shockey
Sarah L. Thomas
Courtney Lauren Thompson
Paige Nicole Wood
Shayna N. Young

PHYSICAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT
Grace Banfe
Brenda Vanesa Blancas Hernandez
Leah Elizabeth Blount
Sierra Jade Clabaugh
Olia Corman
Leslie Bryce DeLacy
Fiona Leigh Dowling
Steven Harold Ganoe
Tucker Oneill Heckman
Carson Nathaniel Helfrick
Ellyn Herr
Connor Matthew Houston
Deanna Christine Laughman
Taylor Erin Laughman
Dylan Lee Loss
Hannah Beth Lowman
Eduardo Santana Magalhaes
Jennifer Rae Nunemaker
Kari Smith
Christine Elizabeth Stone
Philip Michael Strat
Brady Kenneth Weaver
Samiyah S. Williams

University College

Associate in Science

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Karissa Jade Cowan
Janice Duncan
Alberto Jose Fabian Marquez
Mackenzie Lynn Householder
Matthew Huston

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES
Raylee Catherine Gibbons
Dylane Eugene McCardell

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Emily Michelle Boyer
Olivia Maddison Feaster
Morgan LaFoe
Rebecca Neff
Nicole Leigh Rine

PHYSICAL THERAPIST ASSISTANT
Steven Michael Kolumban

Associate in Arts

LETTERS, ARTS, AND SCIENCES
Christopher Baker
Kenneth J. Hill
Mitchell Jacob Knode

College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

NURSING
Taylor Christina Bohaychick
Lea A. Davis
Leslie Ann Fallen
Karlee Logan Galcik
Lindsey King
Julie M. Klemens
Shannon E. Kosarich
Allison Laurel Matava
Morgan Erin McCaslin
Jessica Lynn McLean

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors

Bachelor of Science

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
Mitchell Alan Kuczynski
Joshua D. Zakrzewski

BIOBEHAVIORAL HEALTH
Elian Buchi
Emily Elizabeth Dambrosia
Bailey Kathleen Klaus
Marcella A. Moore
Emily E. Yourish

BUSINESS
Mitchell S. Carr
Olivia M. Ferrante
Jacob Brian Timko
Brandon Weltz

INFORMATION SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY
Moriah Beverly Kromer

PROJECT AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Jared Douglas Haldeman
Alex J. Kennedy
Moriah Beverly Kromer
Phillip Thomas

PSYCHOLOGY
Cailyn Dumas
Samantha Kravits

New Kensington

Dr. Kevin J. G. Snider, Chancellor

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

College of Engineering

Bachelor of Science

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Hugh Donnelly
Alec Ryan Eshenbaugh
Brian Matthew Flasik
Luke T. Koprivnikar
Nickolas McGrath
Sean Peck
Robert W. Piskor Jr.
James Joseph Pompei
Sedona Mae Rogers
Jonathan Schofield

College of Nursing

Bachelor of Science in Nursing

NURSING
Taylor Christina Bohaychick
Lea A. Davis
Leslie Ann Fallen
Karlee Logan Galcik
Lindsey King
Julie M. Klemens
Shannon E. Kosarich
Allison Laurel Matava
Morgan Erin McCaslin
Jessica Lynn McLean

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors

University College

Bachelor of Arts

COMMUNICATIONS
James Binnix
Melissa Thi Sedlacek
Janet Elizabeth Surma

PSYCHOLOGY
Cailyn Dumas
Samantha Kravits
Bethany Erin Haag
Kailee Marie Kaufman
Desiree Riegel
Savana Elizabeth Wolfe

RADIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Madelyn Balsavage
Calli Bowersox
Morgan Cooper
Brinn DeAngelo
Bailey Drey
Mallory Ebert
Joseph Gervais
Marina Gil
Shaylin High
Kaylee Hopkins
Emma Nace
Christine Ramos
Breanna Rhoads
Mackenzie Sabatino
Brooke Schaffer
Kylie Tohill

Scranton
Dr. Marwan A. Wafa, Chancellor

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates
College of Nursing
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
NURSING
Shawna Nicole Bernotas

University College
Bachelor of Arts
CORPORATE COMMUNICATION
Malique J. Hughes
Haylea Elin Winand

Associate Degree Candidates
University College
Associate in Arts
LETTERS, ARTS, AND SCIENCES
Rachel Ann Klazon
Gabrielle Rose Rapp

Associate in Engineering Technology
BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Nathan Brazelton
Nicholas Brian Hwostow
Matthew Szarmach

Associate in Science
RADIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Alexis Cairor
Natalie E. Clayton
Nicole Amber Deener
Tyler McKeen Fedak
Ronni L. Fetterman
Ashten M. Flynn
Amber M. Hall
Daniel Anthony Perla III
Shayna Prahl
Aurora Stover
Nicole Deborah Weiblinger

Schuylkill
Dr. Patrick M. Jones, Chancellor

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates
The Capital College
Bachelor of Science
CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Loni Ann Picarella

College of Nursing
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
NURSING
Shawna Nicole Bernotas

University College
Bachelor of Arts
CORPORATE COMMUNICATION
Malique J. Hughes
Haylea Elin Winand

Associate Degree Candidates
University College
Associate in Science
PSYCHOLOGY
Chelsea E. Erkes
Courtney Ann Lengle
Emily Paisley
Kiana M. Rivera
Mitchell Keith Stokes

Bachelor of Science
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
Ashley Lynn Cherapan
Mathew Logan Hafer
Michael Jensen
Michael Kalyan
Angelica Rose Martz
John F. Sheipe III
Austin Eugene Strausser
Carly Mae Teaschenko

BIOLOGY
Kayla Rose Baney
James Devlin
Julia Elizabeth Hahn
Joseph J. Medica IV

BUSINESS
Michele Ann Atkinson
Justin M. Fedornak
Alyssa Gerber
Noel Ann Kaufman
Coral Lee Kreiser
Isabella R. Montone
Blayne Christopher Moyer
Victoria Zak

PROJECT AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Evan John Sukeena

PSYCHOLOGY
Alexis Breslin
Kaylee Hannah Cooper

Associate Degree Candidates
University College
Associate in Science
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES
Haley Burd
Courtney Nicole Foster

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
Stacey Kim Pusti
Britney Janelle Reinhart
Rachael Salvaterra
Chelsea Elizabeth Schoonover
Jessica Kelly Simchak
Katie Ann Walsh
Stephen Francis Wegener

Shenango
Dr. Jo Anne Carrick, Campus Director and Chief Academic Officer

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

College of Nursing
Bachelor of Science in Nursing

NURSING
Melanie Alexa Barile
Annalise Marie Bassetti
Matthew Timothy Gonzales
Kevin D. Huff
Heather J. Ischo
Chelsea Marie Litman
Amanda Lutz
Jenna Leah Michaels
Emily Elizabeth Reda

University College
Bachelor of Arts

ENGLISH
Micah Cameron
Gabrielle McFey

LETTERS, ARTS, AND SCIENCES
Dominique Bonavoglia
Kevin Richard Haring Jr.

PSYCHOLOGY
Christian Samuel Cicio
Jordan Joubert
Thomas J. Pace
Caitlyn Powell
Emily Marie Smith

Bachelor of Science

BIOLOGY
Heba Elrawashdy
Cody Evans
Brandon Groff
Adriana Modesto
Matthew Moran
Cossette Anna Marie Orehek
Jordan J. Symonies
Christian R. Toussaint
Christian Edward Williams

BUSINESS
Thomas Tyler Aniska
Ryan Bamert
Antonio Joseph Cerminaro
Ryan Meinard Madrazo Choa
Edward J. Gilmartin III
Casey W. Holman
Christopher C. Klein
Dominique A. Lesconage
Patrick J. Mangan
Abagail B. Mecca

Noah J. Novotka
Kenneth Michael Paltzer Jr.
Aubrey A. Reese
Morgan Alyssa Ruddy
Lauren Sciabbarasi
Kristen Leighanne Sheare
Andrew Charles Wardach

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES
Juliana Aulisio
Jayonna Gabrielle Geffrand
Gabrielle Amanda Glover
Anthony T. Keith
Alexis Marie Lewonczyk
Leylanie Krystal Morales
Shannon N. Seminario
Sara Marie Thomas
Erika Lynn Wheeler

INFORMATION SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY
Cameron R. Knickerbocker
Harshil Patel
Niki Patel
Shivamkumar Patel
Jason Wells

PSYCHOLOGY
Jason E. Chumard Jr.
Alexandria Leslie Galbraith
Ashley Eileen Gay
Paige Good
Zachary Larioni
Neasa Marie Leibert
Vanessa O’Boyle
Maggie M. Podunajec
Madison J. Stewart
Patrick Michael Thorpe Jr.

SCIENCE
Austin Michael Casper
Patrick Dougherty
William Ruben Modesto

Associate Degree Candidates

University College
Associate in Arts

LETTERS, ARTS, AND SCIENCES
Catherine E. Huggler
Vanessa Judith A. Wolf

Associate in Science

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Andrew Perry Manarchuck II

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
York

Dr. David Christiansen, Chancellor

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

College of Engineering

Bachelor of Science

ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Mark J. Ellis
Cameron Allen Flemmens
Derrick James Gray
Koven Lennex Leatherman
Austin Tate Lehman
Garrett S. Mellinger
Joshua Michael Patrilak
Maxwell Dean Wahl

Eberly College of Science

Bachelor of Science

BIOLOGY
Minhthu Thi Nguyen

University College

Bachelor of Arts

COMMUNICATION ARTS AND SCIENCES
Corey Alexander Sharpe
Victoria K. Smith

CORPORATE COMMUNICATION
Jackie Wayne Barlow III

PSYCHOLOGY
Victoria L. Figueroa
Austin R. Gingerich

Wilkes-Barre

Dr. V. Dale Jones, Chancellor

Baccalaureate Degree Candidates

College of Engineering

Bachelor of Science

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Elijah Bennett
James Clarke Farrell
Aidan Joyce
John Shaver
Steven M. Welsh
Sean-Paul Williamson

SURVEYING ENGINEERING
Donald Joseph Bara
Mathew Bogue
David Neilson
Ayden Ross Yoder

University College

Bachelor of Arts

ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
Jonathon Michael Derhammer
Donald Charles Thomas III
Jack Crosley Van Horn

ENGLISH
Kaci Samantha Grabowski

** Graduating as a Schreyer Scholar with Honors
BUSINESS
Kyrie Elise Boemio
Carly Castillo
Ronald J. Cline Jr.
Jay Cummings
Brendon Matthew Delridge
Zachory Hess
Evan Bradley Huber
Austin Kyle Kelly
Aashil Suni Mathews
Joerick Mercado-Jusino
Logan Mohar
Prenta Ramani
Omar H. Shah

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY STUDIES
Lauren Denice Brenneman
Kara Duchek
Danielle Jackson
Victoria Ruth-Ann Lomman
Corina Rivera
Jelena D. Tyia Young

INFORMATION SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGY
Jonathan Thomas Devita
Nathaniel Armando Gellman
River W. Martinez Barton
Jack Connor Taylor

PROJECT AND SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
Rytzl Dsouza
Janelle Kress

PSYCHOLOGY
Tala Alqabbani
Gaelan Hagler
Kara Mackenzie Holland
Garret Kemerer

Associate Degree Candidates

College of Engineering

Associate in Engineering Technology

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY
Alexis Harlacher
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Congratulations on your graduation, and welcome to the Penn State Alumni Association— the largest and most powerful alumni network in the world.

New graduates receive a complimentary one-year membership in the Penn State Alumni Association. As you enter the pride, you’ll join the ranks of alumni who keep their connection to Penn State strong through membership. We encourage you to stay connected and learn more about the 30+ benefits that are included with your membership.

Membership materials, including your membership card, will be mailed to you after graduation. Benefits are available to you immediately upon receiving your membership card.

Exclusive Member Benefits

**CAREER AND EDUCATION**

- **Alumni Career Services**: Attend premium Alumni Career Service events for free or at a substantial discount.
- **Discounts on Kaplan Test Preparation Services**
- **Alumni Library Online**: Exclusive access to Penn State Libraries Digitized Collections and University library databases.

**ALUMNI EMAIL**

Members of the Alumni Association can sign up for a personal Penn State email account (@alumni.psu.edu). Accounts are hosted by Google for Education and also include unlimited online storage and a collection of digital tools.

**DISCOUNTS**

Members receive access to discounts including travel and merchandise at Penn State Bookstore campus locations. They also receive access to discounted health, auto, renters, home, life, long-term care, and pet insurance.

Additional benefits include early invitations to Alumni Association events, access to the Alumni Directory, publications including the Penn Stater magazine, and much more!

To access a full list of membership benefits and to find your local Penn State Alumni Association chapter, visit: alumni.psu.edu/newalumni

---

**WELCOME TO THE PRIDE!**